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The prevalence increase of gambling and the impact of its harms on the population is

a major current public health concern1.
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•Tourism3

•Inhabitants

•Socioeconomic level

•Regulations

•…

Prevalence of offline gambling (>60%) is high and also the main reason for treatment

demand (within the behavioral addictions) in Catalonia2:

Factors influencing gambling and related harms:

- Personal characteristics

- Social determinants of health

- Commercial determinants of health

(ads., tech., availability…)



Introduction

In Spain, the regulations governing the availability of offline gambling vary in every

region (type of gambling, number of licenses, promotion...).

In Catalonia, the types of offline gambling permitted are:

Bars/rest. with slot machines Betting shopsLottery retailers



Objectives

To describe the distribution of offline gambling in 

Catalonia, by type of premises

To evaluate the contextual variables that influence 

the distribution of each type of offline gambling 

premises



Methods

Design: Observational ecological study

Sample: 947 municipalities

Bars with slot m. Lottery retailers Betting shops

Analysis DV

Distribution maps 

and Spearman 

correlation

VI Socioeconomic level (SEL)

Linear regression 

models with robust 

variance

VI

Socioeconomic level (SEL)

Number of inhabitants

Number of hotel beds (tourism)

Border municipality



Results

ρ= -0,38**

Distribution maps and Spearman correlations

Bars with slot machines Socioeconomic level 

N=16,858 (N/10,000inh=21.67)



ρ= -0,31**

Distribution maps and Spearman correlations

Lottery retailers Socioeconomic level 

Results

N=4,993 (N/10,000inh=6.42)



ρ= -0,19**

Distribution maps and Spearman correlations

Betting shops

Socioeconomic level 

Results

N=188 (N/10,000inh=0.24)



Results

Linear regression coefficients with robust variance

(Only significant results are highlighted)



Conclusions
The availability of offline gambling in Catalonia is high and takes place mainly in 

bars and restaurants with slot machines.

The availability is concentrated in 70% of municipalities and is negatively 

associated with SEL, increasing vulnerability in already vulnerable areas. 

Tourism-related factors influence the other types of offline gambling: lottery 

retailers and betting shops. 

The distributions and associations of the availability of offline gambling have to be 

taken into account when planning new measures, and also for future studies to 

assess the effect of gambling exposure on gambling harms.
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